Hope amid blight

That the seventeenth batch of engineering aspirants could come together on a virtual platform for the inauguration of preparatory class on the Institute-level is a testimony to the hard fact that the march of time is no respecter of the pandemic. On the second of November Dr Sangheethaa S., Dr Kavitha, Prof Divya, Dr Nimmy, Ms Babitha and a few students held a lamp-lighting function to mark the opening as parents and students witnessed it online. HoDs, students and others expressed their felicitations and optimism on this occasion.

Online Talk

The Tech Talk series continued with four speakers making presentations this month. ‘Desalination’, by Mr Sreejith, APCE; ‘Skyscraper Buildings” by Ms Megha Vijayan APCE; ‘Tensegrity Structures, By Ms Anjusha K.P, APCE; ‘Shear Wall’, by Ms Krishnapriya, APCE filled the monthly schedule. Online workshop on ‘Project Orientation Training’ was offered to civil engineering students by Ms Sameera Sali, Senior Technical Engineer from Bimlabs Engineering. An extra-mural speaker, Mr Aslam Ummat, Centre Director, Calicut, presented a live webinar on ‘Recession Proof Career after B.Tech’ The talk was arranged by CSE Dept.

Intra-mural seminar as part of UBA was held online on the topic of NEP-2020 by Dr Jaget Babu.

STTP

CSE and CSI jointly arranged an STTP, sponsored by AICTE online from Nov 16 to 21. The focus was on ‘Induction Programme for Young Teachers’.

Seventeenth B.Tech Batch, Inauguration

Calicut made the event a significant one with their participation. CSE Department with CSI chapter, VVIT, got together the inauguration of the Association of Computer Engineers on Nov 1. It was on this occasion, that Mr Aslam U. spoke on career options after graduation.

Power Quiz 2020

Ms Athika A. Riyas, S3, EEE, and Akshay M. S1 CSE won the first and second prizes respectively at the District Level Power Quiz 2020, jointly arranged by EEE Dept and KSEB Officers’ Association.

UHV

AICTE kept up disseminating value education by running a UHV FDP for faculty members over five days that started on Nov 30.

Online SIP

The month started out with light class sessions for fresh students, and at the end of the month joint SIP commenced for the students with both KTU and VVIT actively participating to enrich students.

As higher semesters come to a conclusion, the first semester has been put in place, keeping the campus astir. Though changes occurred over the past months, time took the Institute forwards on its wave on a slow and steady note with unflagging spirit.

Associations of Academic Programmes

The inauguration of Civil Engineering Association took place on Nov 6, marking the commencement of its activities of this academic year. A ‘cube contest’ was held last sem and the winners were announced this occasion. Ms Navya and her team won the first prize, while Ms Summya and team; and Mr Shanidh and team were awarded second and third prizes respectively. Er. Shyju Nair, CEO DH Academy and Er Sajith Bhaskar, Secretary, ICI